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How to Clean Every Fall & Winter Fabric
At the heart of it, style this time of year comes down to fabrics. We love fall/ winter clothes
for their hefty tweeds, waxed cottons, and soft flannel shirtings, but cleaning this time of year
can be confusing. Can that parka be thrown into the wash? Does corduroy need to be dry
cleaned? What are you supposed to do with that Barbour?
We reached out to the best cleaning expert we know of, Stu Bloom, the founder and
President of RAVE FabriCARE in Scottsdale, Arizona. RAVE is unique in that they have their
own in-house equipment. Whereas most cleaners send their work out to some mass cleaning
plant, where jobs are treated indiscriminately, RAVE sorts things according a garment’s
design, fabric composition, and even stains. If anyone knows how to care for specific fabrics,
it’s them.
Some important caveats before we proceed:
•

Know What Needs to be Dry Cleaned: If you have a water-based stain, such as those

from sweat or coffee, you may be able to get those out at home in the wash. Oil-based
stains, such as those from salad dressing or pizza, however, need to be taken to a
professional dry cleaner. If you wash those at home, you’ll likely set in the damage.
•

Consult Your Care Tags: This should be obvious. Even if something is made from cotton,
there may be some internal construction that requires the garment to be dry cleaned.
Always consult your care labels, but also supplement with a dose of good judgement
and common sense. Stu estimates that 20% of the care labels he sees are inaccurate to
some degree or another.

•

This is a List of Best Practices: Fall and winter clothes are often a bit rustic, meaning
they draw from country traditions. And there’s something to be said about not babying
a barn jacket. At the same time, we wanted to get a list of best practices. If you’ve just
splurged on an expensive pair of well-tailored corduroy trousers, maybe you don’t want
them looking like they’ve gone through the brush. The following is a list of cleaning
practices for keeping clothes looking as new as possible.

Wool (e.g. Flannel and Tweed): It should be obvious that tailored jackets – such as suit
jackets, sport coats, and dress outerwear – ought to be dry cleaned. They often have
complicated internal constructions, such as canvassing and shoulder padding, which can get
wrecked in the wash. However, what to do about wool trousers and simpler outerwear?

Stu says wool trousers can be gently washed at home by hand, but the process is arduous.
“Wool can shrink, which means you’ll want to take several measurements before washing,
such as the waist, inseam, and outseam. After a gentle hand wash, you’ll want to hand block it
back to those measurements and let it dry on its own.” Frankly, the process sounds like a pain,
so we recommend just sending these out to dry cleaners. The same goes for simple wool
outerwear, such as pea coats. “If there’s anything on this list that ought to be dry cleaned, it
should be wool clothes,” says Stu.
For how to clean wool sweaters, we have a guide.
Waxed Cotton: Waxed cotton can be tricky, but the good news is that they don’t need to be
cleaned often. For simple surface dirt, gently wipe the jacket with a wet sponge (don’t scrub
or scour, as you can take off the wax coating). For heavier smells or water-based stains, you
can soak them in the tub with some gentle detergent, then leave them to hang dry. For oilbased stains or an all out cleaning jobs, take them to a professional dry cleaner.
The problem with dry cleaning a waxed jacket, Stu notes, is that you’ll end up stripping off the
wax. “Dry cleaning is an emulsifier of oils and that wax coating is oil,” Stu says. Which means,
if you’re already taking off the wax, you may as well ask for both a wet and dry cleaning –
that way, you’ll have a completely pristine jacket. Afterwards, you’ll need to rewax the jacket.
You can do this at home using materials Barbour sells, but the process can be arduous and
messy. We suggest sending the job out to a specialist, such as New England Reproofers, or
using a cleaner that has in-house capabilities, such as RAVE FabriCARE.

Corduroy, Moleskin, and Chamois: Napped fabrics have small fibers standing up off the
surface, which is what gives these materials their unique texture. Stu notes that, if not
properly cared for, these fibers can get marred or distorted. The best way to care for
corduroy, moleskin, or chamois is to hand wash them using lukewarm water and gentle
detergent. Afterwards, leave the item to hang dry. Once it’s almost completely dry, throw it
into the dryer to fluff up the nap (low heat or air dry only). Internal components, such as the
waistband and pocket bags, can be ironed, but the rest should be steamed. “You never want
to press a hot iron plate onto a napped fabric,” he says. “Otherwise, you’ll crush the nap.”
Cotton Canvas: Proper care for cotton canvas depends on how the garment was made.
Clothes are colored by either dyeing the yarn or the garment itself. The first results in a more
robust color, while the second has the color sitting just on the surface. Given the weight and
texture of cotton canvas, if the garment is put through a washing machine, the color could
rub off as the fabric beats against the agitator and drum.
Stu recommends hand washing cotton canvas, then hand drying afterwards. If that sounds
like a pain, however, a front loading washing machine will always be better than a top loader.
“They’re much gentler,” he says. “Front loaders lift up the garment and then drop them in the
cycle, rather than beating them against the drum. If you can, you’ll also want to avoid heavy
spin cycles and instead just letting the garment hang dry as much as possible.”
Cotton and Nylon Blends: Items such as mountain parkas and windbreakers are often
constructed from of a 60/ 40 blend of cotton and nylon. The material is robust, which means
care here is pretty easy – just throw the item into the wash. Always be sure to hang dry
afterwards, however. Stu notes that high heat can melt those nylon fibers.

Down: The warmest of material for winter needs special care. Down is made from the fine
feathers sitting under the tougher exterior feathers on a bird. They’re the insulating layer,
essentially. And on that down are small filaments sticking up, allowing them to interlock with
each other. That’s what allows down to trap heat.
Those filaments are only able to stick up because of small oil particles, however, which
means a down jacket should never be dry cleaned (no matter what the care label says).
“Remember, dry cleaning is an emulsifier of oils,” says Stu. “The moment you strip off those
oils, the filaments will collapse. This is something you’ll want to wet clean.” For those looking
to do this at home, that means socking the item in a tub and hand washing it with some
gentle detergent. Afterwards, run it through the dryer on the lowest heat setting possible. “It’s
absolutely critical the down inside is completely dry before you wear or store the item,” Stu
stresses. “Otherwise, you’ll end up with a smelly or lumpy mess.”
Note, this is for real down. Synthetic down can be either hand washed or dry cleaned. If you’re
not sure which you own, just hand wash the item to be safe.
Wool and Cotton Blends: A particularly common combination for dress shirts and flannels,
these blends can be safely thrown into the wash and hand ironed afterwards.
Red Plaid Shirts: Ever pull your laundry out from the wash and notice your whites have turned
slightly pink? It’s the stuff of nightmares. If you’re worried about your red plaid shirts bleeding,
compress a damp towel into your shirt. “Cheap shirts are sometimes made with cheap dyes,”
says Stu. “You can test this before you wash by compressing a damp cotton towel into the
inside of the shirt. If you see the color rub off, just wash it separately.”
You should also be following basic laundry practices. Light colored garments should be
washed with other light colored garments, darks with darks. “There’s also something I call
‘mixed,’” says Stu. “That’s something like a burgundy and white striped shirt, or a black
garment with a white design. If you’re not sure if something is light or dark, throw it in ‘mixed.’”
What are red plaid shirts? “Those are your darks.”
There it is, how to take care of any fall or winter fabric you can possibly own. Again, these are
the best practices for keeping something looking as new as possible. You may be safe going
into the laundry room with some of these fabrics, but the point here is to use good common
sense and some information about what problems may arise.
Big thanks to Stu for taking the time to talk with us!

